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TEEMA is a trusted staffing partner specializing in addressing the unique staffing challenges encountered by
government agencies, educational institutions, healthcare organizations, non-profit entities, and other public
sector entities, in addition to our commercial clients. Our revolutionary peer-to-peer business model consists of
over 250 expert-level partners/recruiters who collaborate to support the needs of our clients and candidates
across the United States and Canada.
Each recruiter in our network is a tenured subject matter expert in their respective verticals, ranging from
healthcare, technology, engineering, operations, supply chain, accounting & finance, administration, HR, and
many others. They possess in-depth knowledge, expertise, and decades of experience building extensive
networks and relationships with top talent within their fields. This diverse range of expertise enables TEEMA to
cater to the unique staffing needs of our clients across various industries, geographies, and job functions.
Moreover, it allows us to leverage our extensive networks efficiently, resulting in quick and cost-effective talent
acquisition solutions.
Through our extensive network, TEEMA has the capability to promptly identify and engage candidates who meet
specific requirements. Whether you need cleared candidates, veterans, or individuals from other underrepresented
backgrounds, we excel at sourcing and evaluating candidates who align with your needs. We go
beyond skills matching, assessing cultural fit, communication, and soft skills to ensure candidates are correctly
aligned with your organization and mission. Successful staffing solutions involve finding candidates who not only
excel at their jobs but also seamlessly integrate into your team and organization.
One of the key advantages of our business model is the efficiency and cost-effectiveness it promotes. By tapping
into our vast network of expert-level recruiters, we can streamline the recruitment process and connect you with
the right candidates promptly without compromising on quality. This approach saves you valuable time and
resources, allowing you to focus on your core mission while we handle the intricate process of finding the ideal
talent.
Our commitment to your success extends beyond the successful placement of the needed resource. We stand
behind every placement we make and provide ongoing support and communication to ensure a seamless
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organization and foster lasting partnerships to ensure that our candidates become valuable contributors who drive
your mission forward with passion and dedication.
At TEEMA, we understand the complex dynamics of the public sector and the challenges you face, including
regulations, budgetary constraints, and the need for transparency and accountability. Our team is well-versed in
navigating these complexities and providing exceptional staffing solutions that meet your requirements while
ensuring compliance and minimizing risk.
In conclusion, TEEMA brings extensive experience in staffing solutions and an innovative business model that
leverages a network of expert-level recruiters across various verticals. We understand the unique challenges
faced by the public sector and have the expertise to identify top-tier talent that meets your specific needs quickly
and cost-efficiently. Partnering with TEEMA means experiencing the difference our network of industry specialists
can make in helping you overcome staffing challenges and drive success within your organization.

AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

230504 Information Technology Equipment, Software, and Services 07/31/2028 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230703 Staffing Services 09/30/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230504

Michelle Boyd Client Relationship (903) 486-2442 mboyd@teemagroup.com

Aubrianna Mihay Client Relationship (903) 340-6340 amihay@teemagroup.com

230703

Michelle Boyd Sr Client (903) 486-2442 mboyd@teemagroup.com

Aubrianna Mihay Client Relationship (903) 340-6340 amihay@teemagroup.com
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